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          Lockout-tagout (LO/TO) safety procedures, as defined by Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), require that lockout devices be 

durable and standardized. Lockout devices use color, warning labels or tags, 
and a physical barrier to temporarily prohibit machine operation or power 

activation, and reduce accidents, during maintenance or repair. 
 

We provide: 

 Safety padlock (P series)            Electric lockout (E series) 

Valve lockout (V series)               Hasp lock (H series) 

Cable lock (C series)                   Tagout (T series) 

Lock station (S series)                 Lock box ( B series) 

 

Safety padlocks (P series) 

 

safety padlock 
 

 

Model Item 

His-511 Keyed to Diiffer 

His-512 Keyed to Alike 

His-513 Master& Differ 

His-514 Master& Alike 

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter hardened chrome-plated steel shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body can be resistant of 
impact, corrosion, chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electric current from conducting from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 
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6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike and 

master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are available and 

can also be customized 

 

 

 

 

 

 

long shackle safety padlock 

 

 

Model  Item  

His-521 Keyed  to Differ 

His-522 Keyed  to Alike 

His-523 Master &  Differ 

His-524 Master &  Alike  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter hardened chrome-plated steel shackle with 76mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body can be resistant of 
impact, corrosion, chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 
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6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 

available and can also be customized 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insulation safety padlock  

 

Model  Item  

His-531 Keyed to Differ 

His-532 Keyed to Alike 

His-533 Master& Differ 

His-534 Master& Alike  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter nylon shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive, anti-magnetic and 

explosion proof nylon body can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, 
chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 
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6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 

available and can also be customized 

 

Model  Item  

His-531s Keyed to Differ 

His-532s Keyed to Alike 

His-533s Master& Differ 

His-534s Master& Alike  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 34.5mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter nylon shackle with 25mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive, anti-magnetic and 
explosion proof nylon body can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, 

chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 
available and can also be customized 
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Brass shackle Padlock  

 

 

Model  Item  W    H     T    L    E    D 

His-541 Keyed to Differ 40   45   20  38   20   6 

His-542 Keyed to Alike 40   45   20  38   20   6 

His-543 Master& Differ 40   45   20  38   20   6 

His-544 Master& Alike  40   45   20  38   20   6 

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter industrial grade brass shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body can be 
resistant of impact, most corrosion, chemical, extreme temperatures and 

UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 

available and can also be customized 
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 Cable Padlock  

 

 

 

Model  Item  

His-551 Keyed  to Differ 

His-552 Keyed  to Alike 

His-553 Master &  Differ 

His-554 Master &  Alike  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

3mm diameter 18cm length stainless steel shackle with 76mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body can be resistant of 
impact, corrosion, chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electric current from conducting from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike and 
master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are available and 

can also be customized 
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Slim shackle cable padlock (NEW Products) 

 

Model  Item  

His-5S51 Keyed  to Differ 

His-5S52 Keyed  to Alike 

His-5S53 Master &  Differ 

His-5S54 Master &  Alike  

Description 

     1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 34.5mm W * 20mm T  

3mm diameter 9cm length stainless steel shackle with 38mm clearance 

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body can be resistant of 
impact, corrosion, chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electric current from conducting from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike and 
master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are available 

and can also be customized 
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Long Shackle Insulation padlock   

 

 

Model  Item  

His-581 Keyed to differ, long shackle  

His-582 Keyed to Alike, long shackle  

His-583 Master& Differ, Long shackle  

His-584 Master& Alike, Long shackle  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter nylon shackle with 76mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive, anti-magnetic and 
explosion proof nylon body can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, 

chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 

available and can also be customized 
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Stainless steel  shackle padlock 

 

 

Model  Item  

His-591 Keyed to differ, short shackle  

His-592 Keyed to Alike, short shackle  

His-593 Master& Differ, short shackle  

His-594 Master& Alike,  short shackle  

 

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter 316 grade stainless steel shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body and stainless 
steel shackle can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, chemical, 

extreme temperatures and UV and ideal in coastal areas 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 

available and can also be customized 
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Slim stainless steel shackle safety padlock 

 

 

Model  Item  

His-5s11 Keyed to differ, short shackle  

His-5s12 Keyed to Alike, short shackle  

His-5s13 Master& Differ, short shackle  

His-5s14 Master& Alike,  short shackle  

 

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 34.5mm W * 20mm T  

4.5mm diameter 316 grade stainless steel shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body and stainless 
steel shackle can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, chemical, 

extreme temperatures and UV and ideal in coastal areas 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  
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8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 
available and can also be customized 

 

 

 

slim insulated shackle safety padlock 

 

 

Model  Item  

His-5s31 Keyed to differ, short shackle  

His-5s32 Keyed to Alike, short shackle  

His-5s33 Master& Differ, short shackle  

His-5s34 Master& Alike,  short shackle  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 34.5mm W * 20mm T  

4.5mm diameter nylon shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive, anti-magnetic and 
explosion proof nylon body can be resistant of impact, most corrosion, 
chemical, extreme temperatures and UV 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 
and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 
available and can also be customized 
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Aluminum safety padlock 

 

Model  Item  

His-5v1 Keyed to differ, short shackle  

His-5v2 Keyed to Alike, short shackle  

His-5v3 Master& Differ, short shackle  

His-5v4 Master& Alike,  short shackle  

Description 

1. Nylon Body size: 45mm H * 40mm W * 20mm T  

6mm diameter aluminum shackle with 38mm clearance  

2. Designed exclusively for safety lockout and tagout application 

3. Compact, durable, lightweight, non-conductive nylon body and stainless 
steel shackle can be anti-static and resistant of impact, most corrosion, 

chemical, extreme temperatures 

4. Special design prevents electrical current from shackle to key 

5. Key retaining ensure that padlock is not left unlocked 

6. Comes with permanent write-on labels in English 

7. 6 pin tumbler cylinder with different key systems-keyed different, alike 

and master keyed  

8. 8 high visible colors (RED, ORJ, YEL,GRN, BLU, BLK, PRP, BRN)  are 
available and can also be customized 
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Electric lockout (E series) 

Miniature circuit breaker lockout  

 

Model  Description  Packaging 

His-111 Fits breakers with toggle openings 
11mm or less 

1pc/box 

His-112 Fits breakers with toggle openings 20 
mm or less 

1pc/box  

Anti-skid side with better feeling 

Stainless steel pin is corrosion resistant  

8mm diameter lockout hole can be applied with various hasp to achieve multiple 
people lockout management. 

Exquisite workmanship, small size with max length 5.8cm  

Easy to use and locks out breakers effectively  
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Miniature circuit breaker lockout (Pin inward) 

 

Model Description  Packaging  

His-113 Fits breakers with lockout holes outside the switch  1pc/box 

 

Features:  

Made of nylon, durable and compact  

Fits openings up to 11mm between lockout holes  

7mm diameter lockout hole accommodates most padlocks  

Universal mini circuit breaker lockout 

 

Locks almost all miniature circuit breakers  

Thumb turn dial screw for easy attachment –no tools required. 
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Flat screw can reduce the damage on breaker toggle to the least 

Padlock can be applied horizontally or vertically  

Can be mounted side-by side on adjacent miniature circuit breakers  

Durable nylon material is chemical resistant and performs well in extreme 

environments. 

Model Description  Packaging  

His-115 Universal miniature circuit breaker lockout 1pc/box 

 

Circuit Breaker Lockout (Paten Design) 

 

Model  Description  Packaging 

His-121 Fits 1~15 mm thick toggle switch up 

to 23mm wide 

1pc/box  

 

Features:  

It’s made of impact modified ABS plastic with great insulation performance. 

Easy to lock out breakers by thumbscrew, no screwdriver needed. 

Accepts padlock diameter up to 7.5mm or similar hasp for multiple personnel lockout  

Blade design with improved grip works on most breakers  

 

Model  Description  Packaging 
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His-122 Fits 4~22mm thick toggle switch up 1pc/box 

 

Features:  

Made of impact engineering plastic and alloy and can lockout breaker in on or off 

states. 

No limits for breaker switches’ toggle width 

Easy to lock out breakers by thumbscrew, no screwdriver needed. 

Accepts padlock diameter up to 7.5mm or similar hasp for multiple personnel lockout    

Circuit breaker lockout(medium size)(NEW  product) 

 

Product No.   Description 

His-121-A Suitable for medium and large size circuit breakers  

 

Made from engineering plastic and stainless steel for rugged durability and impact 

resistance 

Lockout range: breaker handle thickness <= 16mm, width <= 48mm 

The lockout can accept a padlock with shackle diameter up to 7.5mm 

Switch group lockout 
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Model Description  Packaging  

His-123 Suitable for locking out large and odd size circuit 

breaker switches. 

1pc/box 

The backside of this products comes with double-sided adhesive. It’s easy and 

convenient to be fixed. 

Red lever indicates that the switch is in off state and the green lever indicates that 

the switch is on state.  

Emergency stop lockout  

 

Model  Description  Packagin
g 

His-131 Fits 17~ 23 mm diameter switch (installation diameter: 16mm) 1pc/box 

His-132 Fits 27~ 32 mm diameter switch (installation diameter: 22mm) 1pc/box 

His-133 Fits 32~ 35 mm diameter switch (installation diameter: 30mm) 1pc/box 

 

Patent design. Fast and convenient install and remove without any help of glue or 

screw driver 

Adjustable lockout diameter with wide range of application 

High transparent ABS cover allow visibility of nameplate and labels 

clockwise rotate the plastic base to easily fasten the button, put on the cover and 
then apply a padlock for security 
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304 stainless steel teeth chassis is applied together with fiber glass plastic base to 
provide firm gripping and locking.  In this way does enhance its anti-climate 

characteristics and life span 

Free tear type emergency stop lockout  

 

Model  Description Package 

His-134 Fits 27~32mm diameter push buttons and round switch 
knobs 
(installation diameter: 22mm) 

1pc/box 

 

Patent design.  

Prohibit access to an emergency stop button  

No need to dismantle any part and easy to install and remove 

Ideal used when push button cannot be removed  

High transparent ABS cover allow visibility of nameplate and labels 

Cover size: 62mm diameter and 54mm tall suitable for most switches 

304 stainless steel teeth chassis is applied together with fiber glass plastic base to  

provide firm gripping and locking.  In this way does enhance its anti-climate  

characteristics and life span 

Economical emergency stop lockout  

 

Features:  

It’s made of transparent glass resin, compact, economical and practical. 
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Ideal used where there is confined space around button or plan to lockout the 
equipment permanently 

Easily applied to prevent access to push buttons. 

Model  Description Packaging  

His-135  22mm push button lockout cover  6pcs/box 

His-136 30mm push button lockout cover 6pcs/box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fast emergency stop lockout 

 

 

 

Feature: 

Set limited access to a switch or push button 

Including one cover and one install base  

accommodate buttons up to 43mm diameter and 54mm tall  

transparent base and cover permit visibility of nameplate and labels  

best used for those buttons which cannot be dismantled or are in odd sizes  

Attach the base on the surface by glue first, put on the cover and then apply a padlock. 
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Model  Description Packaging  

His-137 22mm diameter  6pcs/box 

 

Universal rotary Switch Lockout 

                                     

 

Description: This lockout is easy to install and store. It can be applied without 
dismantling switch and any help of tools. Made by transparent plastic, it allows 
visibility to the inside switch.  

Cover size: 80mm diameter, 40mm tall, 20mm diameter center hole  

 

Model  Description  Packaging  

His-141 Fits for almost all kinds of rotary switches 1pc/box  

Wall switch lockout  

  

Material: transparent PC, insulation 

Dimension:93*93*30mm 

Lockout diameter for padlocks: 8mm 
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Model  Description  Packaging  

His-171 Fits for Chinese wall mount switches 1pc/box  

 

Electrical Plug Lockout  

 

1 Made of engineering plastic, tough, durable, dielectric and impact resistant 

2. Applied to prevent plugs from accidental connection 

3. Finished with high visibility permanent safety label in English 

4. E81: 10cm(height)*6.1cm(diameter ), 12.5mm diameter hole for cable 

E82: 18cm(height)* 8.3cm(diameter),  25mm diameter hole for cable 

Model  Description  Packaging  

His-181 Designed for small electrical plugs  1pc/box 

His-182 Designed for large electrical plugs 1pc/box 

Crane controller lockout bag 

 

High visible red lockout bag is made of wear and tear resistant waterproof fabric. 

Flexible and durable bag can be easily put in safety tool box  

Legend: LOCKED OUT DO NOT REMOVE in bilingual language 

Insert PVC tubing prevents access to controller button 

Allow up to 3 padlocks or hasps for security 
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Size:  220mm (width) * 450mm (height) 

Model Description Packaging 

His-191 Ideal for Crane controller and other odd 
or oversized connectors and plugs 

Individual packaging 

 

Valve lockouts (V series) 

Ball valve lockout 

 

1 It’s made of improved polypropylene and can withstand ultra high/low 

temperature 

2. Removable insert allows for a wide range of handle designs and dimensions  

3. 4 lock holes accept padlocks for security fit  

For His-211, ball valve lockout locks pipes 1.3~6.4cm in diameter in off position and 
1.3~4cm in diameter in on position  

For His-212, ball valve lockout locks pipes 5.0~20.0cm in diameter in off position 

          

Model  Description  Packaging  

His-211 Small ball valve lockout 2pcs/box 

His-212 Large ball valve lockout  2pcs/box 

 

Universal  Ball Valve lockout with Single Blocking Arm  
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1 industrial grade stainless steel and engineering material allow for extra impact and 
chemical resistance  

2 side opening design is easy to use  

3 universal ball valve lockout accommodate most ball valves in the market 

4 Max handle width 45mm, thickness 28.5mm, shackle diameter 8mm 

5 inserted steel plate in blocking arm features excellent impact   

6 lock out ball valves in on or off positions  

Model Description Package 

His-213 

Universal  Ball Valve 
lockout with Single 

Blocking Arm  

 

2pcs/box 

 

Universal Ball Valve Lockout with Double Blocking Arms  

 

1 industrial grade stainless steel and engineering material allow for extra impact and 
chemical resistance  

2 side opening design is easy to use  

3 universal ball valve lockout accommodate most ball valves in the market 

4 Max handle width 45mm, thickness 28.5mm, shackle diameter 8mm 

5 inserted steel plate in blocking arm features excellent impact   

6 lock out ball valves in any positions to control flow volume. 

7 Ideal for two sides locking out   
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Model Description Package 

His-214 

Universal Ball Valve 

Lockout with Double 
Blocking Arms  

 

2pcs/box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal Valve lockout w steel cable and blocking arm 

 

1 industrial grade stainless steel and engineering material allow for extra impact and 
chemical resistance  

2 side opening design is easy to use  

3 universal ball valve lockout accommodate most ball valves in the market 

4 Max handle width 45mm, thickness 28.5mm, shackle diameter 8mm 

5 inserted steel plate in blocking arm features excellent impact   
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6 lock out gate valve, ball valve and butterfly valves 

7 equipped with 3mm diameter and 2m length non-conductive steel cable 

8 Special design makes it easy to let cable in and out 

Model Description Package 

His-215 

Universal Valve lockout 
w steel cable and 
blocking arm, suitable 

for gate, ball and 
butterfly valves 

 

2pcs/box 

  

 

 

 

 

Wedge style ball valve lockout 

 

Specification 

Compact size is easy to carry and store  

Power coated metal body performs effectively in acid alkali corrosion environment. 

Easy to use single piece design to lockout ball valve handles in off state 
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Model Description Package 

His-216 
Fit less than 1 inch ball 

valve in off position  
5pcs/box 

His-217 
Fit less than 3 inch ball 
valve in off position 

5pcs/box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New ball valve lockout (Patent Design) 
 

 

Feature: 

Made of engineering plastic and alloy material, 

Light weight and compact in size, easy to carry and store  

 
It’s ideal for less than 2 inch ball valve lockout in limited space and can also lock out 

less than 1 inch ball valve in on state 

Model Description Package 

His-218 New ball valve lockout Fit for  less than 2 inch ball valve lockout 1pc/box 

New Universal butterfly valve lockout 
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Universal butterfly valve lockout is a new design, light weight and compact in size. 

It’s the smallest butterfly valve lockout in the market so far.  

lock out butterfly valve handle thickness range from 5mm to 25mm 

side opening design makes it more flexible 

Rugged “teeth” design ensures of firm locking 

Model Description Package 

His-221 
New butterfly valve lockout suitable for valve handle 

thickness from 5 to 25mm 
1pcs/box 

 

 

Large Universal butterfly valve lockout 

 

1 industrial grade stainless steel and engineering material allow for extra impact and 
chemical resistance  

2 side opening design is easy to use  

3 lock out handle thickness between 25mm and 55mm 

4 Ideal for large butterfly valves  

Model Description Package 

His-222 
Fit for locking large butterfly valve, locking 

handle thickness range from 25 to 55mm 
4pcs/box 
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Sanitary butterfly valve lockout  

 

Specification 

Patented product, designed specifically for the sanitary butterfly valves 

It’s made of engineering plastic and alloy, featuring in strong corrosion-resistance  
and never rust 

Accommodate most valves, ideal for locking out 5~25mm diameter handle  

Special V-jaws increase more touch point and clamp firmly against the round handle 

Come with 20cm length cable in standards. It can be also customized. 

 

Model Description Package 

His-223 
The sanitary butterfly valve lockout commonly used in 
the food and pharmaceutical industries , locking out 5-
25mm handle diameter 

1pcs/box 

 

Gate valve lockout  

 

Specification 

Each size can be nested into the next larger size to save space in safety tool box 
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Be made from industrial polypropylene. Temperature resistance, anti-corrosion ability 
to adapt to a variety of harsh environments  

There are a variety of sizes to choose 

With warning labels, economical and practical 

Model Description Package 

His-231 
Fit for the stem diameter of 
the gate valve 25-75mm 

5pcs/box 

His-232 
Fit for the stem diameter of 

the gate valve 64-127mm 
1pcs/box 

His-233 
Fit for the stem diameter of 

the gate valve 127-165mm 
1pcs/box 

His-234 
Fit for the stem diameter of 
the gate valve 165-254mm 

1pcs/box 

His-235 
Fit for the stem diameter of 

the gate valve 254-330mm 
1pcs/box 

 

 

 

Adjustable Gate valve lockout 

 

 

Specification 

Made of tuff ABS engineering plastic with great resistance to corrosion and impact 

Center knockout can be removed for rising stem gate valve  

Complete with warning labels 

Legend “ Danger Lockout out Do not remove” 
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Model Description Package 

His-236 Fit 25-165mm diameter valve 1pcs/box 

 

Plug Valve Lockout  

 

Specification 

Manual locking without using extra tools, quickly and easily 

Unique design. Locking out the square and round valve stem 

Compact size, light weight and wide locking range from 10mm to 50mm 

It composes of glass fiber nylon cover and stainless steel parts. Abrasion resistant, 
withstand high and low temperature and harsh environment  

 

Model Description Package 

His-241 

Fit for lock on ball valve 

whose handle cab be 
took off 

1pcs/box 

 

Pneumatic Lockout 
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Specification 

Prevents pneumatic device from being reconnected to high pressurized air supply 
and fits nearly all male pneumatic fittings 

Made of stainless steel, anti-rust and corrosion resistant. 

Easy to carry and easy to store. 

Size: 35mm wide x196mm length x3mm thickness 

Works with lockout hasp for multiple worker lockout  

Accept up to 4 padlocks or hasps  

 

Model Description Package 

His-251 
Pneumatic Lockout for 

male pneumatic fittings 
10pcs/box 

 

Pressurized gas cylinder valve lockout 
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Specification 

Made of ABS engineering plastics, anti-impact and chemical pollution resistant 

Surround the gas valve handle to prevent unauthorized valve opening 

Lock out the valve rod diameter up to 35mm, Cover size: 75mm diameter, 32mm tall 

Accept padlock shackle diameter up to 10mm 

Model Description Package 

His-261 
Suitable for locking high pressure cylinder valve, 
preventing accidental opening  

5pcs/box 

 

Lockout hasps (H series)  

Steel lockout hasp 

 

Specification 

Heavy duty steel jaw with curved PP handle  

Lockout by up to 6 workers at each lockout point 

Equipment cannot be operated until last worker’s padlock is removed from hasp 

Inner jaw diameter is 25.4mm and 38mm for H11 and H12 respectively 
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Model Description Package 

His-311 1 inch steel jaw lockout hasp with 6 lockout points  20pcs/box 

His-312 1.5 inch steel jaw lockout hasp with 6 lockout points 20pcs/box 

 

Steel lockout hasp with interlocking jaw 

 

Specification 

Made by hardened steel with corrosion resistant plating layer  

Heavy duty pry proof steel jaw with injection molded PP handle  

Lockout by up to 6 workers at each lockout point 

Equipment cannot be operated until last worker’s padlock is removed from hasp 

9.5mm diameter lockout hole can accept most safety padlocks 

Inner jaw diameter is 25.4mm and 38mm for H13 and H14 respectively 

 

Model Description Package 

His-313 
1 inch pry proof steel jaw lockout hasp with 6 lockout 
points 

20pcs/b
ox 

His-314 
1.5 inch pry proof steel jaw lockout hasp with 6 lockout 

points 

20pcs/b

ox 

Spark resistant aluminum lockout hasp 
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Specification 

Durable, spark proof and anti-static lockout hasp with 304 grade stainless steel made 
rivet and spacer-never rusted  

Lockout by up to 6 workers at each lockout point 

Plastic handle is injection finished with excellent quality  

Equipment cannot be operated until last worker’s padlock is removed from hasp 

9.5mm diameter lockout hole can accept most safety padlocks 

Inner jaw diameter is 25.4mm and 38mm for H15 and H16 respectively 

Model Description Package 

His-315 6 hole aluminum lockout hasp with 1 inch jaw 20pcs/box 

His-316 6 hole aluminum lockout hasp with 1.5 inch jaw 20pcs/box 

 

Heavy duty pry proof lockout hasp  
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Specification 

Heavy duty pry proof steel; 6mm shackle diameter, 27mm vertical clearance 

Lockout the equipment by multiple workers at the same time and accept up to 6 
padlocks 

Hinge style construction is easy to use  

Model Description Package 

His-321 Heavy duty lockout hasp  10pcs/box 

Insulation Nylon lockout hasp 

  

Specification 

Made by resilient nylon, extraordinary electrical insulating features  

One piece molded construction avoids cracking 

Hasp holds up to 6 locks and have 9mm diameter lock holes 

6mm and 3mm diameter hasp shackles are available 

Model Description Package 

His-331 
Nonconductive nylon hasp with 
6mm diameter shackle 

1pcs/box 

His-331A 
Nonconductive nylon hasp with 
3mm diameter shackle 

1pcs/box 

Labeled Aluminum lockout hasp 
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Specification 

Lockout tag and safety hasp combo, tough anodized aluminum and stainless steel 
construction with strong corrosion resistance  

Accommodate group lockout as up to 8 persons can apply their individual padlocks  

Both sides feature write-on labels accepting pens or pencil or permanent marker. 
Erasable markings allow for recycle use. 

Multiple colors can be customized  

 

Model Description Package 

His-341 

Aluminum lockout hasp 
with  8 lockout holes  

 

10pcs/box 
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Safety cable lock (C series)  

New type multiple purpose cable lockout  

 

Specification 

Lock is made by nylon and inside by stainless steel materials  

Lockout cable includes 3mm diameter 2m length 304 grade stainless steel cable with 

plastic coating  

Excessive cables can be coiled inside with build-in cable loop to avoid dangling loose 
when device is in use or storage  

3 lock holes in handle accept most lock shackles and hasps 

Model Description Package 

His-411 
New type multiple purpose cable lockout with cable 
diameter 3mm, length 2m 

1pcs/box 

Economy cable lockout with 1.8m cable  

 

Specification 

Cable lockout can flexibly and effectively lock out source energy.  

Economy cable lockout includes 1.8m stainless steel cables with plastic coating. 

Curved sides features good hand feeling and protection for cables 

Sixes 8.5mm diameter lockout holes in handle accommodate most padlock shackles 
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Unique rivet design can avoid sharp parts damage on hands  

Model Description Package 

His-412 Economy cable lockout with 1.8m cable  1pcs/box 

 

Cable lockout with inserted cylinder 

 

1. Patent design in configuration and appearance  

2. Inserted cylinder cable lockout can be used as padlocks also, economical and 

convenient.  No need  to apply extra padlocks 

3. Come with 3mm dia and 2M length cables that can go through small lockout point 

and confined space 

4. When using you can tighten the cable to lock it out more firmly  

5. One form  construction , durable  

6. 33*56mm warning label on both sides (custom) 

 

Model Description Package 

His-413 
Cable lockout with inserted cylinder; can be 
used for locking out valves and as padlocks also 

1pcs/box 

 

Mini cable lock with 1.8m cable in red 
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Specification 

Effectively lock out gates valves, “T” valve handles, electrical disconnects and so on. 

High visible compact and economical devices can be easily applied and stored  

Comes with 1.8m length and 3mm diameter insulation steel cable. Separate sold 2m 

length 5mm diameter cable can be exchanged manually  

Durable fiberglass nylon lock body features strong anti-abrasion and long lifespan  

Model Description Package 

His-414 
Versatile mini lockout 
cable with 3mm dia and 
1.8m L 

1pcs/box 

 

Double looped lockout cables 

 

Specification 

Plastic coated steel cable, 5mm diameter and 2m custom length with stretching 
resistance  

Provide flexible locking with lighter weight than ordinary chain locks  

Model Description Package 

His-421 
Double looped lockout 
cable, diameter 5mm, 
length 2m.  

1pcs/box 

 

Combination Management Station (S series) 

 Heavy duty padlock Hanger 
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Features 

Be made of heavy duty cable steel, baking finish with bright and smooth surface.  

Legend is printed by silkscreen 

Product No.  Product Name Dimension 

His-611 6 padlock hangers  160mm(wide) *80mm(tall) *40mm(deep) 

His-612 12 padlock hanger  304mm(wide) *80mm(tall) *40mm(deep) 

His-613 18 padlock hanger  456mm(wide) *80mm(tall) *40mm(deep) 

His-614 24 padlock hanger  608mm(wide) *80mm(tall) *40mm(deep) 

 

Metal Lockout Cabinet 
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Features 

Our metal lockout cabinet is made by carbon steel with yellow power coating and 
comes with two adjustable shelves. Extra shelf is sold separately. Predrilled four 

holds in the back is for easier wall mounting. Equipped with a handle, it’s portable to 
any required place. 

Slots inside the cabinet allows for shelf adjustment to utilize the space and hold 

different sizes of locks. 

It’s ideal for storing large lockout equipments. 

Colors can be customized according to customers’ needs. 

Dimension: 410mm*360mm*150mm 

 Product 
No. 

 Description  Package 

His-621 Metal lockout cabinet for locks management.  

Dual application: wall mounted and portable  

 Single 

His-621A Empty Metal lockout cabinet with clear window  Single 
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Features 

Our metal lockout cabinet is made by carbon steel with yellow power coating and 

comes with two adjustable shelves. Extra shelf is sold separately. Predrilled four 
holds in the back is for easier wall mounting. Equipped with a handle, it’s portable to 
any required place. 

Slots inside the cabinet allows for shelf adjustment to utilize the space and hold 
different sizes of locks. 

Come with 2 slots and 10 padlocks hooks  

It’s ideal for storing large lockout equipment. 

Colors can be customized according to customers’ needs. 

Dimension: 520mm*150mm*660mm 

 

Product 
No. 

 Description  Package 

His-621B Empty Metal lockout cabinet with two slot and 

transparent window 

 

 Single 

 

 

Metal Combination Lockout Station 
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 Features  

Our combination lockout station is a group center for lockout tools. In standards, it is 
capable of holding up to 12 padlocks and other large lockout locks. 

Transparent window prevents contents from dust and have you view the content 
from outside  

The lockout station is made of high visible yellow power coated metal and high 

quality clear organic board. 

Red plastic hook is resilient and can reduce abrasion damage on lock shackle to the 

least. 

Dimension: 500mmx360x150mm 

 

Product 

No. 

 Description  Package 

His-622 Metal Combination Lockout Station with clear window 
can realize locks management by accommodating 
12pcs padlocks and various lockouts. 

 Single 
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1. inserted rail  can accommodate 20pcs padlocks 

2. 120mm length hooks can hold various large locks 

3. there are 4 storage cabinet s for holding different types of locks 

4. Dimension: 550mm*140mm*700mm 

5. Transparent window allow for clear view of inside locks  

6. Made by carbon steel with yellow coating ( color custom) 

 

Product 
No. 

 Description  Package 

His-622A Empty Metal Combination Lockout Station with clear 

window can realize locks management by 
accommodating 20pcs padlocks and various lockouts. 

 Single 

 

 

 

 

Lockable Metal Key cabinet 
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1. Dual application: wall mount or portable 

2. three capacities for choose to capture and manage all kinds of keys 

                3. made by durable light carbon steel material with exquisite craftsmanship  

4. come with corresponding key cards for easy identification. Name or serial no can 
be wrote on them.  

5. Widely used in hotel, hospital, school etc. 

 Product 

No. 

 Description 

His-623 32 key cabinet  Size: 250mm*200mm*80mm  

His-624 52 key cabinet Size: 300mm*230mm*80mm  

His-625 100 key cabinet Size: 300mm*230mm*80mm  

 

Electrical lockout and tagout kit 

 

 Features 

Our electrical lockout kits provide you necessary tools to lockout circuit breakers, 

push button etc. 

The kit includes: Insulation padlock(His-531) 3pcs, Mini circuit breaker lockout(His-
111) 1pc, Mini circuit breaker lockout(His-112) 1pc, Circuit breaker lockout (His-121) 
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1pc, Circuit breaker lockout(His-122) 1pc, Electric switch lockout(His-131) 1pc, Hasp 
lock(His-311) 1pc, Tag (His-T11) 12pcs, Tie 12pcs, Bag(His-631A) 1pc. 

 Product 

No. 

 Description  Package 

His-631 Locking out for electric switch, includes 
normal electric switch lockouts. 

 Single 

His-631A Empty tool bags without lock out kits 

It can be hand carried or put on shoulder 

 Single 

 

 

 

 lockout and tagout valve kit 

 

Features 

Our lockout and tagout valve kit gives you basic tools to lockout ball, gate, butterfly 
and other valves. 

The kit includes: Safety padlock(His-511) 3pcs, Adjustable gate valve lockout(His-
236) 1pc, Ball valve lock(Small His-211) 1pc, Universal butterfly valve lock(His-221) 
1pc, Cable lock(His-411) 1pc, Hasp (His-311) 1pc, Tag(His-T11) 12pcs, Tie 12pcs, 

Bag (His-632A) 1pc. 

Product 
No. 

 Description Package 

His-632 Locking out for valve switch, includes 
normal valve switch lockouts. 

Single 

His-632A Empty tool bags without lock out kits 

It can be hand carried or put on shoulder 

 Single 
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Combination lockout and tagout box 

 

Features 

Our combination lockout and tagout box supply most electrical and valve lockout 
tools.  

The kit includes: Insulation padlock(His-531) 3pcs, Safety padlock(His-511) 3pcs, 
Mini circuit breaker lockout(His-111) 1pc, Mini circuit breaker lockout His-112) 1pc, 

Circuit breaker lockout(His-122) 1pc, Electric switch lockout(His-131) 1pc, Hasp 
lock(His-311) 1pc, Adjustable gate valve lockout(His-236) 1pc, Ball valve lockout(His-
211) 1pc, Universal butterfly valve lockout(His-221) 1pc, Cable lock(His-411) 1pc, 

Tag(His-T11) 12pcs, Tie 24pcs, Box(His-633A) 1pc. 

Product 
No. 

 Description  Package 

His-633 Portable combination lock box, includes 
normal electrical and valve locks. 

 Single 

His-633A Durable and portable combination lock box 

unfilled  

Made by PP plastic  

Single 

 

 

Lockout kits-personal lockout pouch 

 

Description: Personal lockout pouch is perfect for electrical equipment lockout or 
customize your own tools. It’s portable or carried on waist for convenient usage. 
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Item: Individual safety kit with locks  

Model:His-634  
kits components include: 

2pcs padlocks His-511 His-531 
1pcs circuit breaker lockout His-121 
1 pcs miniature circuit breaker lockout His-115 

1pcs emergency stop lockout His-132 
1pcs lockout hasp His-311 
4pcs tagouts His-T11 

4pcs cable ties 

His-634A 

Description: Individual safety lockout kit pouch is portable, can hang on waist.  
Item: Individual safety kit pouch unfilled  
Model:His-634A 

It’s unfilled safety kit pouch with 2 compartment.   
 

Product No. Description Package 

His-634  Personal lockout pouch with accessories  Single 

His-634A Personal lockout pouch unfilled  Single 

 

Lockout tagout kits- 4 lock board 

 

Features 

Our economy lock board helps to keep the right devices in the right place for easier 

access. It can hold padlocks, hasp, tags etc. Tag holders and plastic hooks can be 
dismantled for exchange and also avoid damage on board in transportation process.  

Made by mirror acrylic, it features anti-aging characteristic and high visible color with 

durable silk screen legend   

Plastic hooks reduce the abrasion on padlock shackle to the least. 

Comply with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards 
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Dimension: 230mm(width) * 330mm(height) * 5mm(thickness). 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-641 Wall mounted lock station, standard 
equipped with 4 padlocks, 3 hasp locks, 12 

tags. 

 Single 

His-642 Wall mounted lock station board without 

locks and tags  

 Single 

 

Lockout tagout kits- 10 lock board 

 

Features 

Our economy lock board helps to keep the right devices in the right place for easier 

access. It can hold padlocks, hasp, tags etc. Tag holders and plastic hooks can be 
dismantled for exchange and also avoid damage on board in transportation process.  

Made by mirror acrylic, it features anti-aging characteristic and high visible color with 

durable silk screen legend   

Plastic hooks reduce the abrasion on padlock shackle to the least. 

Comply with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards 

 Dimension: 320mm(width) *490mm(height)*5mm(thickness). 

Product No. Description Package 

His-651  Wall mounted lock station, standard equipped 
with 10 padlocks, 3 hasp locks, 12 tags. 

Single 

His-652 Wall mounted lock station board without locks 
and tags  

 Single 
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Lock station of 20 locks 

 

Features 

Our economy lock board helps to keep the right devices in the right place for easier 
access. It can hold padlocks, hasp, tags etc. Tag holders and plastic hooks can be 

dismantled for exchange and also avoid damage on board in transportation process.  

Made by mirror acrylic, it features anti-aging characteristic and high visible color with 
durable silk screen legend   

Plastic hooks reduce the abrasion on padlock shackle to the least. 

Comply with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards 

Dimension: 536mm(width) *490mm(height)*5mm(thickness). 

 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-661  Wall mounted lock station, standard 
equipped with 20 padlocks, 6 hasp locks, 
24 tags. 

 Single 

His-662 Wall mounted lock station board without 

locks and tags  

 Single 
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Lock station of 36 locks 

 

Features 

Our economy lock board helps to keep the right devices in the right place for easier 
access. It can hold padlocks, hasp, tags etc. Tag holders and plastic hooks can be 

dismantled for exchange and also avoid damage on board in transportation process.  

Made by mirror acrylic, it features anti-aging characteristic and high visible color with 
durable silk screen legend   

Plastic hooks reduce the abrasion on padlock shackle to the least. 

Comply with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards 

 Dimension: 638mm(width) * 625mm(height) * 5mm(thickness). 

Product No.  Description Package 

His-671 Wall mounted lock station, standard 

equipped with 36 padlocks, 6 hasp locks, 
36 tags. 

 Single 

His-672 Wall mounted lock station board without 
locks and tags  

 Single 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lock Station of 4 locks with cover 
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The lockout station is made of high visible yellow power coated metal and 
transparent dust proof board.  

It complies with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards. 

Four predrilled holes in the back are for easier and firmer wall mounting 

Plastic hook is freely dismantled for maintenance and can protect padlocks from 

scratch 

Dimension: 260mm * 100mm * 350mm  

 
Kit components include: 

4pcs safety padlocks His-511 

3pcs lockout hasp His-311 

12pcs safety tags His-T11 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-641A Lockout station box with 4 padlocks, 3 hasp 
locks, 12 tags. 

 Single 

His-642A Unfilled lockout station box   Single 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lock station of 10 locks with cover 
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Features 

The lockout station is made of high visible yellow power coated metal and 

transparent dust proof board.  

It complies with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards. 

Four predrilled holes in the back are for easier and firmer wall mounting 

Plastic hook is freely dismantled for maintenance and can protect padlocks from 
scratch 

Dimension: 320mm * 100mm * 500mm  

 
Kit components include: 

10pcs safety padlocks His-511  

3pcs lockout hasp His-311 

24pcs safety tags His-T11 

 

 Product 

No. 

 Description  Package 

His-651A Lockout station box with 10 padlocks, 3 hasp 
locks, 24 tags. 

 Single 

His-652A Unfilled lockout station box   Single 

 

Lock station of 20 locks with cover 
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Features 

The lockout station is made of high visible yellow power coated metal and 

transparent dust proof board.  

It complies with OHSA safety lockout and tagout standards. 

Four predrilled holes in the back are for easier and firmer wall mounting 

Plastic hook is freely dismantled for maintenance and can protect padlocks from 
scratch 

Dimension: 480mm * 100mm * 580mm  

 
Kit components include: 

20pcs safety padlocks  His-511 

3pcs lockout hasp His-311 

24pcs safety tags His-T11 

 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-661A Lockout station box with 20 padlocks, 6 hasp 

locks, 24 tags. 

 Single 

His-662A Unfilled lockout station box   Single 
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Lockout station  

 

 

Product No.   Description 

His-6L1 Fit 6pcs padlocks, 6pcs lockout hasps, 12pcs tags and other large lockouts  

His-6L2 Fit  11pcs padlocks and other large lockouts 

His-6L3 Fit 15pcs padlocks, 6pcs lockout hasps, 12pcs tags and other large lockouts 

His-6L4 Fit 28pcs padlocks and other large lockouts 

His-6L5 Portable lockout stations hold locks in different layers to utilize space, ideal for 

large size lockouts  

Made of high quality engineering plastic, durable and impact resistant  

Used to store and keep lockouts in order, easy for maintenance, cleaning 

Size: 340mm * 160mm * 415mm 

Adjustable internal construction with lockable cover-7.5mm diameter lockout hole  

Dual application: Wall mounted or portable (optional handle available) 
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New Lockout Stations (New Products) 
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Product No.  Description  Package 

HIS-641B(with 
locks) 

can  accept 4nos padlocks, 3nos lockout hasps, 
and 12nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

HIS-642B(without 
locks) 

can  accept 4nos padlocks, 3nos lockout hasps, 
and 12nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

HIS-651B(with 
locks) 

can  accept 10nos padlocks, 3nos lockout hasps, 
and 12nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

HIS-652B(without 
locks) 

can  accept 10nos padlocks, 3nos lockout hasps, 
and 12nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

HIS-661B(with 
locks) 

can  accept 20nos padlocks, 6nos lockout hasps, 
and 24nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

HIS-662B(without 

locks) 

can  accept 20nos padlocks, 6nos lockout hasps, 

and 24nos warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

Features: 

1. Overall dimensions: HIS-641B/ HIS-642B:   238 (L) * 75 (W) * 400(H) MM 

                               HIS-651B/ HIS-652B:   288 (L) * 75 (W) * 534.5 (H) MM 

                                HIS-661B/ HIS-662B:   467 (L) * 75 (W) * 621.5 (H) MM 

2. Horizontally open and close the door, more in line with daily habits 

3. Full transparent door, high-grade and beautiful appearance, can be locked 
management, lockout hole diameter: 10mm 

4. Large hook spacing makes it more convenient to access 

5. The main body is made of high-quality engineering plastics with one molding and 
special strengthening of structural design. Much more durable.  
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Tagout Center 

 

 

Description:  

The safety tag station is designed to hold tags in a easy-to-find place for central 

management. It’s made of extra thick acrylic and comes with 10 tag holders. Each 
holders accommodate 12 tags, capacity 120 tags. All can be customized. 

Tag holders and board are fastened by screw, easier for maintenance and cleaning  

Four predrilled holes are for wall mounting  

Silk screen legend can be used for years  

 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-681 Tagout stations with 10 tag holders   Single 

 

Mobile phone management center  

 

Description: for lockout and storage of mobile phones, widely used in conference, 

expo etc. 
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Features: 

1. Delicate, transparent, in high class of quality  

2. 8 chambers in standards; overall dimension: 470mm * 480mm*5mm 

3.  Each chamber is independent from others and has its individual key and mark  

4. Chamber size: 18cm (L) * 10cm (W) * 8cm (H). It can accommodate most mobile 
phones in different sizes  

5. Mobile phones can be also connected with USB cable for charging when they’re  in 

locking or storage state   

6. Customized size is available.  

 

Product No.  Description  Package 

His-682 Mobile phone management center  Single 

 

Portable lockout station

 

Features 

1. Used for accommodating various locks  

2. Made by carbon steel with yellow coating  

3. Transparent window allow for inside locks review 

4. Dimension: 320mm*60mm*400mm 

5. For His-691, it comes with 10pcs padlocks, 6pcs hasp, 12pcs tags. 

6. For his-692, it’s empty lockout box  

Product No.  Description  Package 

HIS-691(with locks) Portable lockout station with 10pcs padlocks, 6pcs 

hasp, 12pcs tags. 

1pcs/bag 
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HIS-692(without 
locks) 

Empty portable lockout station than can  accept 
10nos padlocks, 6nos lockout hasps, and 12nos 
warning tags 

1pcs/bag 

 

 

 

Lock box (B series) 

Single hole lock box 

 

Product Introduction 

Single hole lock box is suitable for a plurality of power source, machinery or 

production process, which need more than one persons to lock out at same time. 
When all the members of the group lock out the power source, put the keys in the 

lock box, and then lock the box by the team leader. Until the work is complete and  
all members have left the work area, the lock box can be opened. 

Features: 

1. Fine carbon steel, strong and safety. 

2. Baking varnish process, beautiful performance. 

3. Dimension: 240*100*150mm.  

 Product No.  Description  Package 

His-711 Portable group lock box Single 

 

 

Multiple holes lock box 
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 Description 

It can simplify the lockout procedures of large equipment. When the machine and 
the production process are isolated, the keys are stored in the group lock box.  Each 
member applies his own lock on the lock box, make sure that no one can open the 

lock box alone, only if all the members are present to open the lock box, takes out 
the key and open every lock point, to ensure the absolute safety. 

Features 

7. Fine carbon steel, strong and safety. 

8. Baking varnish process, beautiful appearance. 

9. Dimension：240x100x150mm 

Multiple holes lock box can allows up to 13 persons locking at the same time. Unique 
cover structure ensures that the lid cannot be opened when any lock point is locked 

to realize the locking integrity. 

Product No.  Description Package 

His-712 Portable group lock box.  Single 

 

Wall mounted and portable multiple holes lockout box  
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Description 

Each device lock point, can be locked by a single padlock to ensure safety, and take 

these keys in the lock box, then each authorized worker sets his own padlock on the 
box. When the work is completed, each authorized worker removes his own padlock 

from the lock box, then the box is open, the inside keys can be got. 

Features 

1. Material: super resistance steel with spray powder. 

2. Unique design, convenient and practical. 

3. Dimension: 190*90*330mm. 

Allows up to 14 persons to lock out; built-in 12 hooks provide at least 12 keys 

storage.  Four predrilled holes for wall mounting and equipped with a handle, it can 
be carried to required places. 

 Product No.   Description  Package 

His-713  Available in both wall 
mounted and portable, 

group control lock box.  

 Single 

 

Visible Multi-Hole Lockout Box 

 

After the equipment to be worked on has been isolated from the energy source, the 

lockout keys are placed inside the multiple lockout kit and then workers applies their 
own unique padlock to the lockout kit. 

Model: His-714 

Features: 

1. Carbon Steel material with smooth and bright baking finish 

2. Accommodate up to 13 padlocks on the lid for more security 

3. Transparent side window allows for inner contents view  

4. Box Size: 100*200*240mm 
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5. 7mm diameter lockout hole is suitable for most padlocks  

Product No.   Description  Package 

His-714  Visible Multi-Hole Lockout 
Box 

 Single 

 

Metal wall mounted key lockout cabinet 

 

Features: 

1. Made by carbon steel with red coating  

2. Transparent window allow for inside views  

3. Dimension: 203mm*57mm*178mm (His-716 with 7 hooks)  

406mm*57mm*178mm (His-717 with 15 hooks) 

Product No.   Description  Package 

His-716  Small key lockout cabinet 
with 7 lockout points and 

hooks 

 Single 

His-717 Large key lockout cabinet 
with 15lockout points and 

hooks 

single 
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1. It can accommodate 6 keys  and allow 5 persons to lock it out at 

the same time  

2. Cabinet dimension: 200mm *110mm*50mm  

3. Made by rigid steel and PC, durable  

4. Transparent window allow for inside locks or keys view 

 

Product No.   Description  Package 

His-718  Small key lockout cabinet 
with 5 lockout points and 
6 hooks 

 Single 

 

  

 


